
SUPERINTENDENT’S MAJOR OFFENSE LOG 

Saturday April 2, 2016 thru Sunday, April 3, 2016 
  

FIRST PLATOON 
  

#D-1380-16                              20F/Traffic Fatality                                           Unit 

05:33 hours                            Tulane/S Jefferson Davis Pkwy                              
  

Gist:  Unit advised to call with a gist.  PIO Badie notified via telephone. 
****************************************************************************** 

SECOND PLATOON 
  

#D-1799-16                                  34S/Agg. Battery (shooting)                                      Unit 632B 

15:43 hours                                               4th/Clara                                                        PO Stewart 
  

Victim: Male, 07-05-1990 
  

Gist: Victim was walking in the area when he heard several gunshots. Victim was taking to local 

hospital via private conveyance. PIO Badie notified via telephone. 
****************************************************************************** 

#D-2010-16                           34CD/Agg. Battery Domestic (cutting)                           Unit 287B 
19:19 hours                                            8900 blk. of  Plum                                PO Stewart 

  

Victim: Female, 07-25-1971 

 Perp: Jonathan Thomas, B/M, 08-25-1972 (wanted) 
  

Gist: Perp observed victim and her new boyfriend exit her residence. Perp and victim had a 

verbal altercation that turned physical. PIO notified via Outlook. 
****************************************************************************** 

#D-2089-16                                    60/ Agg. Burglary                                               Unit 132B 
20:24 hours                                    1400 blk. of N. Robertson                                       PO Illarmo 

  

Victim: Male, 08-12-1983 

Perp: Dee 
  
Gist: Victim invited perp to his residence. As he entered two unknown armed black males with 

guns entered. Perps ransacked victim’s resident and fled. PIO notified via Outlook. 
****************************************************************************** 

#D-2248-16      27-64G/Armed Robbery (Attempt)      Unit 573B 

22:52 Hrs.      2600 blk. of New Orleans St.        P/O Warren 
  

Victim: Male, 7/8/2000 
  

Gist:  The victim opened the door and a black male, 16-17 y/o armed with a gun forced his way 

inside demanding property.  The victim and the perpetrator wrestled and the victim was able to 

throw the subject out of the house. PIO notified via Outlook. 
***************************************************************************** 



#D-2329-16                          2764G/Armed Robbery (Attempt)                         Unit 411C 

00:16 hours                          3200 blk. of Memorial Park                PO Anderson 
  

Victims: 1) Male, 10/8/93   
            2) Female    
  

Gist: Victim #1 was approached by a black male wearing all black armed with a handgun with an 

extended clip demanding money. When the victim stated he did not have any money, the 

perpetrator made the victim empty all his pockets. After the perpetrator found no money on 

Victim #1, he then pointed a gun at Victim #2.  The perpetrator fired several shots in the air and 

fled.  PIO notified via Outlook. 

****************************************************************************** 
 


